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We report the results of 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy study, complemented by first-principles energy-
band structure and the hyperfine-interaction parameters calculations, of a recently discovered layered
iron oxyselenide Na2Fe2Se2O. It is confirmed that Na2Fe2Se2O is a Mott insulator. It is demonstrated
experimentally that Na2Fe2Se2O orders antiferromagnetically with the Néel temperature
TN ¼ 74:8ð2Þ K and with the Fe magnetic moment of 3.0(1) lB. The calculated hyperfine-interaction
parameters are in good agreement with the corresponding experimental parameters. The Debye tem-
perature of Na2Fe2Se2O is found to be 274(3) K.

� 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The recent discovery of high-TC superconductivity in iron-based
compounds [1–4] has led to a renewed interest in studies of com-
plex oxides with layered structures [5]. This interest has been pre-
cipitated by the observation that the crystal structure of the Fe-
based superconductors is very similar, or the same, as that of some
complex oxide compounds.

Layered d-metal pnictide oxides Na2Ti2Pn2O, with pnictide
Pn = Sb and As, that were synthesized for the first time by Adam
and Schuster [6], have a layered structure (a tetragonal unit cell
with I4=mmm space group) resembling the structure of cuprate
high-TC superconductors such as La2�xBaxCuO4�d [7]. This structure
consists of an alternation of the Ti2Pn2O2� layer and the Na+ double
layer [6,8,9]. The anomalous temperature dependences of the elec-
trical resistivity, magnetic susceptibility [8–11], and other physical
quantities [12] in Na2Ti2Pn2O were taken as evidence for the occur-
rence of a charge- or spin-density wave instability [13,14]. These
anomalous temperature dependences suggest the possibility of
antiferromagnetic order in the Na2Ti2Pn2O compounds, but no
such order has been yet detected [10]. Theoretical calculations by
Picket [13] show that Ti ions in Na2Ti2Pn2O show no inclination
to carry a magnetic moment, whereas the recent calculations by
Yan and Lu [15] predict that Na2Ti2As2O is a novel blocked checker-
board antiferromagnetic semiconductor and that Na2Ti2Sb2O is a
bi-collinear antiferromagnetic semimetal. The experimentally
observed anomalous dependences of various physical quantities
in the Na2Ti2Pn2O compounds [8–12] are quite similar to those
observed in some oxypnictide parent compounds of high-TC iron-
based superconductors. One could thus even consider pnictide oxi-
des Na2Ti2Pn2O as possible superconductor parent compounds.

Very recently, a new layered oxyselenide Na2Fe2Se2O was suc-
cessfully synthesized [16]. It has the same structure as that of
Na2Ti2Pn2O, that is, it is built by alternately stacking along the c
axis the edge-shared [Fe2Se2O]2� layers and the double layers of
Na+ [16]. The recent ab-initio study of Na2Fe2Se2O predicts [17]
that this compound is a Mott insulator with the Fe magnetic
moments antiferromagnetically coupled in a blocked checkerboard
configuration. In the present work, we have used 57Fe Mössbauer
spectroscopy to determine experimentally the type of magnetic
ordering and several hyperfine-interaction properties in this new
oxyselenide. In addition, ab-initio calculations of the energy band
structure and of the hyperfine-interaction parameters of this com-
pound have been carried out.
2. Theoretical and experimental methods

Polycrystalline samples of nominal composition Na2Fe2Se2O were synthesized
by solid-state reaction, as described earlier [16]. The compound studied crystallizes
in the anti-K2NiF4 structure type [space group I4=mmm (No. 139)] with the room-
temperature lattice constants a ¼ 4:107ð8Þ Å and c ¼ 14:641ð8Þ Å [16]. The studied
Na2Fe2Se2O is a single-phase compound because no impurities could be detected in
its X-ray diffraction spectrum [16].

Ab initio calculations of several physical properties of Na2Fe2Se2O have been
performed within the framework of density functional theory using the full-poten-
tial linearized augmented-plane-wave plus local orbitals (FP-LAPWþlo) method as
implemented in the WIEN2k package [18]. In this method, the unit cell is
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partitioned into two regions: a region of non-overlapping muffin-tin (MT) spheres
centered at nuclei and an interstitial region. The electronic states in the interstitial
region are expanded in plane waves, whereas in the MT region the states are
expanded in terms of spherical harmonics. All calculations were carried out for
the lattice constants and the atomic coordinates determined from the Rietveld
analysis of the X-ray diffraction spectrum of Na2Fe2Se2O [16]. The exchange–
correlation potential was calculated using the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) technique within the density functional theory (DFT), employing the scheme
developed by Perdew et al. [19]. A separation energy of �8.0 Ry between the
valence and core states of individual atoms in the unit cell was chosen.

The radii of the MT spheres used in the calculations were 2.00 a.u. for Na,
1.80 a.u. for Fe, 2.10 a.u. for Se, and 1.90 a.u. for O. The plane-wave cut-off parame-
ter RMT � KMAX (RMT is the radius of the smallest sphere in the unit cell and KMAX is
the maximum K vector in the Fourier expansion of the plane waves in the intersti-
tial region) value of 6.5 was used. The wave functions in the core regions were
expanded to a maximum of l ¼ 12 harmonics whereas the valence wave functions
were expanded in spherical harmonics up to l ¼ 4. A total number of 726 k-points
was generated on a 21� 21� 21 k-mesh in the irreducible wedge of the first
Brillouin zone. An energy convergence criterion of 0.0001 Ry for successive itera-
tions in the self-consistent field (SCF) cycles was chosen. Calculations of the
antiferromagnetic state were carried out using a supercell of dimensions
2a� 2a� c.

The 57Fe Mössbauer measurements were conducted using standard Mössbauer
spectrometers [20] operating in sine mode and a 57Co(Rh) source, which was kept at
room temperature for zero-field measurements and at the same temperature as
that of the absorber for an in-field measurement. The spectrometers used for
zero-field and in-field measurements were calibrated, respectively, with a 6.35-
lm-thick a-Fe foil [21] and a Michelson interferometer [22], and the spectra were
folded. The Mössbauer absorber was made in a glove box. The powder material was
mixed with boron nitride and was put into a high-purity, 8-lm-thick Al disk con-
tainer to ensure a uniform temperature over the whole absorber. The Mössbauer
absorber was exposed to air for about 100 s when it was transported from the glove
box to the Mössbauer cryostat in which it was kept in a static exchange gas atmo-
sphere at the pressure of �7 � 10�3 mbar. The surface density of the prepared
Mössbauer absorber of 26.5 mg/cm2 corresponds to an effective thickness parame-
ter [20] ta ¼ 5:2f a , where f a is the Debye–Waller factor of the absorber. Since ta > 1,
the resonance line shape of the Mössbauer spectrum was described using a trans-
mission integral formula [23]. The source linewidth Cs ¼ 0:13 mm/s and the back-
ground-corrected Debye–Waller factor of the source f �s ¼ 0:50 were used in the fits
of the Mössbauer spectra [23]. As the magnitude of the electric quadrupole interac-
tion is comparable to that of the magnetic dipole interaction in the studied com-
pound at temperatures below TN , the 57Fe Zeeman spectra were analyzed by
means of a least-squares fitting procedure which entailed calculations of the posi-
tions and relative intensities of the absorption lines by numerical diagonalization of
the full hyperfine interaction Hamiltonian [20].
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Ab-initio calculations

3.1.1. Nonmagnetic and magnetic states
The electronic band structure of the nonmagnetic, ferromag-

netic, and antiferromagnetic states has been determined and is dis-
cussed below.

The nonmagnetic state of the Na2Fe2Se2O compound describes
the high-temperature phase of this system. The electronic band
structure of this nonmagnetic state is shown in Fig. 1(c). The
absence of an energy gap across the Fermi level points to the
metallic-like character of the studied system at high temperatures.
In the vicinity of the Fermi level, one observes [Fig. 1(c)] a number
of energy bands in different directions in the Brillouin zone. This
leads to a high electrical conductivity in this state. Our calculations
show that, as expected, the magnetic moments of all atoms in this
nonmagnetic state are zero.

The spin-up and spin-down energy bands in the ferromagnetic
state of Na2Fe2Se2O are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). One can notice
the formation of a spin-dependent energy band gap. The maximum
of the valence band lies about 0.1 eV below the Fermi level,
whereas the minimum of the conduction band is located at about
1.3 eV above the Fermi level. This allows indirect interband
transitions of energies larger than about 1.4 eV along the N–C
direction. As can be seen from Fig. 1(a) and (b), the strong
ferromagnetic coupling of the Fe magnetic moments is responsible
for the localization of the Fe 3d states in the spin-up configuration.
This prevents the existence of the electronic states above the Fermi
level and creates a band gap. On the contrary, for the spin-down
configuration one can clearly observe the metallic behavior
[Fig. 1(b)]. This clear spin-dependent distinction in the electronic
properties of the Fe 3d states can be potentially useful in spintron-
ics applications where one can open a channel for the spin-down
currents which see no potential barrier, whereas the spin-up cur-
rents are blocked. This leads to a spin-polarized current that can
be of important use in quantum computation (for instance, the
spin-polarized current can lead to distinct bits of information, very
much similar to the traditional ’’0’’ and ’’1’’ used in ordinary
computation systems).

The values of the calculated magnetic moments for the
ferromagnetic state of Na2Fe2Se2O [Fig. 2(a)] are listed in Table 1.
A strong magnetic coupling of the large Fe magnetic moment
(3.23 lB) may lead to the induced magnetic moments on the Se
and O atoms.

Three different in-plane antiferromagnetic spin configurations,
that are often realized in layered parent compounds of Fe-based
superconductors [2,4,24], were considered in the previous ab-initio
study of Na2Fe2Se2O [17]. The antiferromagnetically coupled Fe
magnetic moments were assumed to lie in the a-b plane along
the [110] direction, hence creating a 2D magnetic system. A simi-
lar antiferromagnetic order was reported [15] to exist in the
Na2Ti2Pn2O (Pn = Sb, As) pnictide oxides. The three antiferromag-
netic spin configurations that could occur in Na2Fe2Se2O are shown
in Fig. 2(b)–(d). In the stripe-like antiferromagnetic configuration
[Fig. 2(b)], the chains of Fe magnetic moments are coupled
ferromagnetically with an antiferromagnetic coupling between
the adjacent chains. The checkerboard antiferromagnetic config-
uration [Fig. 2(c)] has an Fe magnetic moment coupled
antiferromagnetically with its nearest-neighbor Fe magnetic
moments. In the blocked checkerboard antiferromagnetic config-
uration [Fig. 2(d)], four adjacent Fe atoms form a
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in which all Fe magnetic moments are coupled ferromagnetically,
whereas the block is antiferromagnetically coupled to the adjacent
blocks in a checkerboard fashion. Energy considerations show [17]
that the lowest total energy is for the blocked checkerboard
antiferromagnetic configuration, and therefore this configuration
appears to be the most probable.

An inspection of the band structure of the blocked checkerboard
antiferromagnetic configuration [Fig. 1(d)] shows that the bands
which are not in the vicinity of the Fermi level are unaltered and
remain at the same energy as the bands corresponding to the non-
magnetic state [Fig. 1(c)]. The band structure in the vicinity of the
Fermi level shows a small energy gap [Fig. 1(d)] that implies the
existence of a Mott insulating state [25].

Our calculations yield the value of 3.186 lB for the Fe magnetic
moment (Table 1) in the blocked checkerboard antiferromagnetic
configuration. There are no induced magnetic moments on the
Na, Se, and O atoms. The total energy for the blocked checkerboard
antiferromagnetic configuration is lower than that for the
ferromagnetic configuration (Table 1), thus confirming that the for-
mer is the preferred spin configuration in the studied compound.
3.1.2. Hyperfine-interaction parameters
Experiments carried out with Mössbauer spectroscopy tech-

nique reveal the three most prominent hyperfine-interaction
parameters: the isomer shift, d0, the hyperfine magnetic field, H,
and the principal component of the electric field gradient (EFG)
tensor, Vzz, with the asymmetry parameter, g [20]. Knowing the
crystal structure of a studied compound, these parameters can be
also obtained from the first-principles calculations [26].
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Fig. 1. Energy band structure of Na2Fe2Se2O in various states: spin up (a) and spin down (b) ferromagnetic state, nonmagnetic state (c), and blocked checkerboard
antiferromagnetic state (d).
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The isomer shift is proportional to the total electron density at
the Mössbauer nucleus qð0Þ

d0 ¼ aðqð0Þ � qrefð0ÞÞ; ð1Þ

where qrefð0Þ is the electron density in a reference compound and a
is a calibration constant. In calculating qð0Þ, relativistic spin–orbit
effects were invoked in order to account for the possibility of the
penetration of the p1=2 electrons into the 57Fe nuclei. As a reference
compound, an a-Fe (with the bcc structure and the lattice constant
of 2.8665 Å) was chosen. The calculated values of qð0Þ and qrefð0Þ
are, respectively, 15306.521 and 15309.918 a.u.�3. Using the cali-
bration constant a ¼ �0:291 a.u.3 (mm/s) (Ref. [27]), Eq. (1) yields
d0 ¼ 0:988 mm/s.

The hyperfine magnetic field in a magnetic material consists of
three distinct contributions: the Fermi contact term Hc , the
magnetic dipolar term, Hdip, and the orbital moment term, Horb

[20]. Of these, the first term is usually significantly larger in mag-
nitude than the last two terms. The Fermi contact term is given by

Hc ¼
8p
3

l2
Bðq"ð0Þ � q#ð0ÞÞ; ð2Þ

where q"ð0Þ and q#ð0Þ are the spin-up and spin-down densities at
the Mössbauer nucleus, respectively. The magnitude of Hc in
Na2Fe2Se2O calculated from Eq. (2) is 215 kOe.

The calculations of Vzz and g yielded the values of
11:113� 1021 V/m2 and 0.0, respectively. The dominant con-
tribution to Vzz (�8 � 1021 V/m2) comes from the electrons with
a strong d character, and the remaining contribution (� 3� 1021

V/m2) is the result of the s–d orbital hybridization. Vzz is domi-
nated by the contribution from a region very close to the
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Fig. 2. In-plane arrangement of Fe magnetic moments for Na2Fe2Se2O in the ferromagnetic state (a), stripe-like antiferromagnetic state (b), checkerboard antiferromagnetic
state (c), and blocked checkerboard antiferromagnetic state (d).

Table 1
The magnetic moments l of Na, Fe, Se, and O atoms in ferromagnetic and blocked
checkerboard antiferromagnetic states of Na2Fe2Se2O and the total-energy difference
DE (with respect to the nonmagnetic state).

State lNa

(lB)
lFe

(lB)
lSe

(lB)
lO

(lB)
DE (eV)

Ferromagnetic 0 3.23 0.18 0.29 �0:2584
Antiferromagnetic 0 3.19 0 0 �0:2739

Fig. 3. 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum of Na2Fe2Se2O at 296.8 K fitted (black solid line)
with an asymmetric quadrupole doublet (blue solid line) due to main phase, an
asymmetric quadrupole doublet (dark green solid line) due to air-environment
induced impurity, and a Zeeman pattern (pink solid line) originating from Fe
impurity. The left inset shows the spectrum with an enlarged vertical scale and the
right inset shows the spectrum measured at the magic angle, as described in the
text. The zero-velocity origin is relative to a-Fe at room temperature. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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Mössbauer nucleus: the contribution from the region within 20% of
the MT radius (10:784� 1021 V/m2) almost reaches the saturation
value of Vzz.

3.2. Mössbauer spectroscopy

The room-temperature 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum of Na2Fe2Se2O
(Fig. 3) consists of two asymmetric quadrupole doublets and a
Zeeman sextet. The asymmetry of the two quadrupole doublets
is caused by preferred orientation (texture) in the polycrystalline
Mössbauer absorber (the tendency of the polycrystalline grains of
a layer-structure compound to align themselves predominantly
with the c-axis perpendicular to the plane of the absorber). This
is confirmed by the observation that this asymmetry almost disap-
pears (the right inset in Fig. 3) if the spectrum is measured at the
so-called ’’magic angle’’; in such a measurement the normal to
the Mössbauer absorber plane and the direction of the c-rays form
an angle of 54.7� [28]. The major quadrupole doublet originates
from the compound studied. The minor quadrupole doublet is
due to the impurity in the absorber that was produced during its
short exposure to air. This is corroborated by the fact that the
spectral weight of this minor quadrupole doublet significantly
increased in the magic-angle spectrum (the right inset in Fig. 3)
that was measured for 15 h with the Mössbauer absorber acciden-
tally exposed to air at the pressure of �1.5 mbar. The Zeeman sex-
tet component originates from a trace amount of Fe metal
impurity.



Fig. 4. 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of Na2Fe2Se2O at the indicated temperatures fitted (black solid lines) with an asymmetric quadrupole doublet (blue solid lines) due to main
phase, an asymmetric quadrupole doublet (dark green solid lines) due to air-environment induced impurity, and a Zeeman pattern (pink solid line) originating from Fe
impurity. The zero-velocity origin is relative to a-Fe at room temperature. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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The fit of the room-temperature spectrum (Fig. 3) with these
three components yields the following parameters: the absorber
linewidth Ca, the center shift d (relative to a-Fe at 298 K), the effec-
tive quadrupole splitting ~D ¼ 1

2 eQ jVzzj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ g2=3

p
(where e is the

proton charge and Q is the electric quadrupole moment of the
57Fe nucleus [29]), the hyperfine magnetic field H, and the spectral
area A [20]. The values of these parameters corresponding to these
three components are Ca1 ¼ 0:132ð2Þmm/s, d1 ¼ 0:919ð1Þmm/s,
~D1 ¼ 2:083ð1Þmm/s, A1 ¼ 91:6ð1Þ%, Ca2 ¼ 0:579ð49Þmm/s,
d2 ¼ 0:465ð29Þmm/s, ~D2 ¼ 0:449ð28Þmm/s, A2 ¼ 7:0ð4Þ%, and
Ca3 ¼ 0:089ð6Þmm/s, d3 ¼ 0:002ð3Þmm/s, H3 ¼ 329:6ð8Þ kOe,
A3 ¼ 1:3ð2Þ%.

The values of d1 and D1 are typical of high-spin Fe2þions [20].
The ferrous state of Fe atoms can be expected from the ionic
formula Na1þ
2 Fe2þ

2 Se2�
2 O2� in which the usual oxidation numbers

are assigned to Na, Se, and O atoms. 57Fe Mössbauer spectra similar
to the room-temperature spectrum (Fig. 3) were recorded at other
temperatures down to 75.4 K (Fig. 4). The presence of the major
asymmetric quadrupole doublet down to 75.4 K indicates that
the magnetic ordering temperature of Na2Fe2Se2O must be below
75.4 K. The temperature dependence of hyperfine parameters
derived from the fits of the spectra in Figs. 3 and 4 will be discussed
later.

The 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of Na2Fe2Se2O at 5.8 K, i.e., at the
temperature much below the magnetic ordering temperature,
measured in the external magnetic fields Hext ¼ 0 and 90 kOe
applied parallel to the c-ray propagation direction are shown in
Fig. 5. The zero-field spectrum can be fitted well with one



Fig. 5. 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of Na2Fe2Se2O at 5.8 K in zero and 90 kOe external
magnetic field Hext applied parallel to the direction of the c-rays. The Hext ¼ 0 kOe
spectrum is fitted (blue solid line) to a Zeeman pattern, as described in the text. The
inset shows a Hext ¼ 90:0 kOe simulated spectrum, as described in the text. The
zero-velocity origin is relative to the source. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Zeeman pattern originating from the compound studied (a Zeeman
pattern due to an Fe impurity is not included in the fit due to its
negligible spectral weight; a possible Zeeman pattern with a small
spectral weight due to the impurity caused by the sample’s short
exposure to the air is also not included in the fit as it overlaps with,
and is completely overhelmed by, the Zeeman pattern due to the
main phase). The Fe atoms are located at the 4c sites with the point
symmetry mmm. (Ref. [16]); this allows g > 0. The values of the
parameters obtained from the fit are Ca ¼ 0:045ð3Þmm/s,
H ¼ 190:4ð2Þ kOe, the quadrupole splitting D ¼ 2:039ð3Þmm/s
(D ¼ 1

2 eQVzz), g ¼ 0:0ð1Þ, and the angle between Vzz and
H;a ¼ 5:0ð7Þ�. The value D ¼ 2:039ð3Þ mm/s implies [29] that
Vzz ¼ 13:070ð19Þ � 1021 V/m2. Whereas the experimental value of
g agrees very well the calculated one, the experimental value of
Vzz is 17.6% larger than the calculated value of 11:113� 1021 V/
m2. This, however, does not mean that the calculated Vzz is impre-
cise as the precision of the experimentally determined Vzz is dic-
tated by the accuracy of the Q value which is 13.3% [29].

The 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of a magnetically ordered com-
pound measured in zero external magnetic field give information
on the magnitude and direction of the hyperfine magnetic field,
and thus of the Fe magnetic moment, but not on the type of mag-
netic ordering of these moments. The type of magnetic ordering
can be inferred from Mössbauer spectra measured in a strong
enough external magnetic field [30]. The most striking feature of
the Hext ¼ 90 kOe spectrum (Fig. 5) is its dramatic broadening as
compared to the Hext ¼ 0 kOe spectrum. As is explained below, this
broadened spectrum constitutes experimental proof of the
antiferromagnetic ordering of the Fe magnetic moments in the
compound studied.
There are two types of behavior of a polycrystalline uniaxial
antiferromagnet in Hext [31]. When the magneto-crystalline aniso-
tropy energy is small, the antiferromagnetic spin-system will flop,
i.e., the spin-system will rotate perpendicular to Hext. In this case,
Hext will add in quadrature to H and all 57Fe nuclei will experience

the same effective field Heff ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
H2

ext þ H2
q

, and consequently no

broadening will be produced. Clearly, this is not the case here. In
the second case, for a high magneto-crystalline anisotropy energy,

the effective field Heff ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
H2

ext þ H2 þ 2HextH cos h
q

(h is the angle

between Hext and Heff ) will range from jH � Hextj to jH þ Hextj, with
the probability of the occurrence of a particular Heff value
pðHeff Þ ¼ Heff=ð2HHextÞ [32]. This distribution of the effective fields
will lead qualitatively to the broadening observed here (Fig. 5). To
be more quantitative, we have simulated an expected Hext ¼ 90
kOe spectrum (the quadrupole interaction could not be rigorously
included in the simulation for the reasons elaborated in Ref. [32])
as a superposition of the six pðHeff Þ-weighted Zeeman patterns
with Heff values of 100.4, 136.4, 172.4, 208.4, 244.4, and 280.4
kOe (inset in Fig. 5). The simulated spectrum reflects the shape
of the experimental spectrum reasonably well, thus validating
the claim of antiferromagnetic coupling of the Fe magnetic
moments in the compound studied.

The 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum of Na2Fe2Se2O measured at tem-
peratures below the Néel temperature TN are shown in Fig. 5. They
can be fitted well with a Zeeman pattern originating from the main
phase. The spectra measured at 72.2, 73.2 and 74.4 K, i.e., at tem-
peratures in the vicinity of TN , show that magnetically ordered (a
Zeeman pattern) and paramagnetic (an asymmetric quadrupole
doublet pattern) material coexist, with the spectral weight of the
doublet pattern increasing at the expense of the spectral weight
of the Zeeman pattern as the temperature approaches TN . Such a
coexistence may be attributable to a small spreading out of TN

resulting from some inhomogeneity of the sample’s composition.
Fig. 7(a) shows the temperature dependence of the absorption

spectral area A of Na2Fe2Se2O derived from the fits of the
Mössbauer spectra in Figs. 3, 4 and 6. This area is proportional to
the absorber Debye–Waller factor f a, which is given in the Debye
theory by [20]

f aðTÞ ¼ exp �3
4

E2
c

Mc2kBHD

1þ 4
T

HD

� �2 Z HD=T

0

xdx
e x � 1

" #( )
; ð3Þ

where M is the mass of the Mössbauer nucleus, c is the speed of
light, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Ec is the energy of the
Mössbauer transition, and HD is the Debye temperature. The fit of
the experimental dependence AðTÞ [Fig. 7(a)] to Eq. (3) yields
HD ¼ 260ð4Þ K.

The temperature dependence of dðTÞ, determined from the fits
of the Mössbauer spectra in Figs. 3, 4 and 6, is shown in Fig. 7(b).
dðTÞ is given by

dðTÞ ¼ d0 þ dSODðTÞ; ð4Þ

where d0 is the intrinsic isomer shift and dSODðTÞ is the second-order
Doppler (SOD) shift which depends on the lattice vibrations of the
Fe atoms [20]. In terms of the Debye approximation of the lattice
vibrations, dSODðTÞ is expressed [20] in terms of HD as

dSODðTÞ ¼ �
9
2

kBT
Mc

T
HD

� �3 Z HD=T

0

x3dx
e x � 1

: ð5Þ

By fitting the experimental data dðTÞ [Fig. 7(b)] to Eq. (4), the
quantities d0 and HD were found to be 1.065(3) mm/s and
295(5) K, respectively. We note here that the calculated



Fig. 6. 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of Na2Fe2Se2O at the indicated temperatures fitted (black solid lines) with a Zeeman pattern. The spectra at 72.2, 73.2, and 74.4 K are fitted
with three components – a Zeeman pattern (blue solid lines) due to the main phase, an asymmetric quadrupole doublet (pink solid lines) due to the main phase, and an
asymmetric quadrupole doublet (dark green solid lines) due to air-environment induced impurity, as described in the text. The zero-velocity origin is relative to a-Fe at room
temperature. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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d0 ¼ 0:998 mm/s is very close the experimental value of
1.065(3) mm/s, which gives credence to the reliability of the ab-
initio calculations of the hyperfine-interaction parameters.

The value of HD determined from the AðTÞ data is clearly smaller
than the one derived from the dðTÞ data. In fact, the HD values
determined from the AðTÞ data are always smaller than the ones
obtained from the dðTÞ data. This results from the way in which
HD is calculated. Let’s recall that f a and dSOD are related to the
mean-square vibrational displacement hx2i and the mean-square
velocity hv2i of the Mössbauer nucleus, respectively [20]. Because
hx2i weights the phonon frequency distribution by x�1 whilst
hv2i weights it by xþ1 [33], the HD values derived from the AðTÞ
data are necessarily lower than those determined from the dðTÞ
data. The weighted average of these two HD values is 274(3) K. It
is in an excellent agreement with the value of 277 K determined
from specific heat measurements. [16].

Fig. 7(c) shows the temperature dependence of the quadrupole
splitting D derived from the fits of the Mössbauer spectra in
Figs. 3–6. One observes that D is approximately constant at high
temperatures above �150 K and then clearly decreases at lower
temperatures. We suggest that this decrease is probably caused
by a possible subtle structural transition below �150 K, as
observed in a structurally similar compound La2Fe2Se2O3 [34].

The temperature dependences of H and a determined from the
fits of the Mössbauer spectra in Figs. 5 and 6 are displayed in Fig. 8.
The HðTÞ dependence in Fig. 8(a) was fitted in terms of the Bean–
Rodbell exchange model [35] in which the reduced magnetization
r ¼ MðTÞ=Mð0Þ, and hence (assuming proportionality between M



(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of (a) the absorption spectral area A, (b) the center
shift d, and (c) the quadrupole splitting D. The solid lines are the fits to Eq. (3) in (a)
and to Eq. (4) in (b), as explained in the text.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Temperature dependence of (a) the hyperfine magnetic field H and (b) the
angle a between Vzz and H. The blue and green solid lines in (a) are the fits to Eq. (6)
and to the power-law, respectively.
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and H) the reduced hyperfine magnetic field r ¼ HðTÞ=Hð0Þ, is
given by

r ¼ BS
3S

Sþ 1
r
H

1þ 3
80
ð2Sþ 1Þ4 � 1

SðSþ 1Þ3
fr2

 !" #
; ð6Þ

where BS is the Brillouin function for spin S;H ¼ T=TN, and f is the
order parameter of the transition. For an ideal second-order transi-
tion f ¼ 0 and for the first-order transition f > 1. The f values
between 0 and 1 correspond to intermediate-order transitions
[35]. As the d and D values indicate that Fe2+ ions in the compound
studied are in a high-spin configuration, we used S ¼ 2 in fitting the
HðTÞ data to Eq. (6). The fit [Fig. 8(a)] yielded Hð0Þ ¼ 189:6ð1:8Þ kOe,
TN ¼ 74:7ð5Þ K, and f ¼ 1:22ð19Þ. We note that the experimental
value of Hð0Þ is quite close the calculated Hc contribution of 215
kOe. This seems to confirm the general observation that the
jHdip þ Horbj contribution (about 25 kOe in our case) is about an
order of magnitude smaller than the Hc contribution. The value of
f indicates that the nature of the antiferromagnetic transition is first
order. Since H is, to a first approximation, proportional to the on-
site magnetic moment of iron atoms lFe through the relation
H ¼ alFe, where the value of the proportionality constant a is com-
pound specific [36], one can estimate lFe from the measured H. In
converting Hð0Þ to lFeð0Þ, we used a ¼ 62:6ð1:9Þ kOe/lB, which
results from Hð4:2 KÞ ¼ 206ð5Þ kOe and lFeð16 KÞ ¼ 3:1ð1Þ lB deter-
mined from a Mössbauer and a neutron diffraction study of a
structurally similar compound Sr2Fe2S2F2O [37,38]. Thus, the value
of lFeð0Þ in Na2Fe2Se2O is 3.0(1) lB. The value of lFeð0Þ is in rather
good agreement with the calculated value of 3.19 lB (Table 1).

We also fitted the HðTÞ data for temperatures above 0.66TN to
the power-law function, HðTÞ / ð1� T=TNÞb. Such a fit [Fig. 8(a)]
yielded TN ¼ 74:8ð2Þ K and b ¼ 0:159ð12Þ. The b value is close to
the theoretical value of 0.125 expected for a 2D square planar
Ising system [39]. The angle a does not change with temperature
[Fig. 8(b)] and its average value is 4.7(1)�.
4. Conclusions

The results of Mössbauer spectroscopy measurements and of
ab-initio calculations of the electronic energy bands and hyper-
fine-interaction properties of the recently discovered Na2Fe2Se2O
compound are presented. We confirm that Na2Fe2Se2O is a Mott
insulator. We show experimentally that in the ground state the
studied compound is an antiferromagnet with the Néel tempera-
ture TN ¼ 74:8ð2Þ K and with the Fe magnetic moment of
3.0(1) lB. Good agreement is observed between the calculated
hyperfine-interaction and magnetic parameters and the
corresponding measured ones. We find that the Debye tempera-
ture of Na2Fe2Se2O is 274(3) K.
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